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Dedicated to:  

Doris Berlín, for the life she gave me; Yamelis Figueredo and Elly Messmer, 

because they believed in me when not even I did.  

To Joan Baez and Oriana Fallaci, for their inspiration.  

To the victims of dictatorships, revolutions, democracies, monarchies, right-wing 

or left-wing populist governments, extremists... The electric prod has no 

ideology: it can damage all bodies alike, both left- and right-wing. 
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Argentina, about 1990. A living room in an old house. It is a cozy room with few 

items. A large window, a lamp, a coat stand, a couch.  

Late afternoon on a winter day.  

Sandra, an exiled Argentinian woman of about 40 years old, arrives at the 

house of her childhood friend Dunia, of the same age, after more than 10 years 

of absence.  

Both are casually dressed and it is apparent from their clothes that they are 

modern, successful professionals.  

Sandra and Dunia keep their emotions under strict control at all times, fearing to 

get carried away. They may raise their voice but not shout, laugh with true joy 

but not out loud - be moved to tears but not cry with despair.  

They never lose their composure.  

What they fear to say with words they express through a dance, both modern 

and old, like their conflicts.  

The third main character in this play is the songs, which are a key element in 

the text and should not be changed to any other.  
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The stage is barely lit. “Porque vas a venir” (Because you’re coming), a song by 

Carmen Guzmán and Mandy, sung by Susana Rinaldi, is played until the 

characters speak.  

Dunia enters from the right side. She is excited and nervous. She sits down, 

stands up, walks from side to side. She is thrilled. She can barely hold her 

laughter.  

Sandra appears on the left side. She is nervous and excited, but she moves 

slowly, in a controlled way. She stops at the large window, which is softly lit with 

a warm glow. She looks inside but sees no one: Dunia has left the stage at that 

point. She moves towards the proscenium. Dunia enters and does not see her. 

She goes to the proscenium.  

Until indicated, Sandra and Dunia behave as if they were in a dream. They 

never touch or look at each other. When they speak, it seems like they are 

talking to themselves.  

SUSANA RINALDI 

“Because you’re coming my old house 

unveils new flowers throughout the railing. 

Because you're arriving, after so long, 

I cannot tell if I'm crying or laughing. 

 
I know you're coming, though you didn't say it, 

but you'll arrive one morning. 

There's a song in my voice, I'm not so sad, 

and a ray of sunlight is coming through my window. 

 
Because you're arriving, after a long journey, 

there's a different hue, a different landscape. 

Everything shines a different light and has changed its way, 

because you're arriving after all. 

 
Because you’re coming, from so far away, 

I've looked at myself in the mirror once again. 

And how will they see me, I asked myself, 

the eyes of this day I was waiting for. 

 
Because you're arriving I wait for you, 

because you love me and I love you. 

Because you're arriving I wait for you, 

because you want it 

and I want it too.” 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToxuRZOp1FM
https://www.womex.com/virtual/anacrusa_produccions/susana_rinaldi
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SANDRA (As if she were alone, without noticing Dunia) 

And then I thought, will she have changed much? Have I changed so much?  

 

DUNIA (With the same attitude as Sandra) 

I was waiting impatiently. I looked at myself in the mirrors and wondered what 

look you’d give to these wrinkles that have surrounded my eyes without yours. 

Would you recognize me with these gray hairs I didn't tell you about?  

 

SANDRA 

The street in front of your house seemed to be the same. The orange tree in the 

corner where the greengrocer's was, the paving stones at Don Giuseppe’s store 

- still broken -, the magnolia tree that would never bloom. But above all, the 

smell of the orange tree announcing your house was nearby. It all looked the 

same.  

 

DUNIA 

Your voice on the phone, cheerful and teasing, here and not there once again, 

the same old voice, and I swear I could have eaten up the receiver to eat your 

voice so that you’d never be gone again.  

 

SANDRA (She turns her back on her)  

I admit it - I was scared. The doorbell was there, tiny and glossy. It looks like a 

nipple, I thought, a nipple inviting the erotic—but no, this little nipple-doorbell 

was inviting me to the past and I was saying: should I touch it, should I not? I 

would stretch a finger and stroke it slowly, without pressing, in case I could 

excite it and make it ring. My finger was bringing you back to my memory.  

 

DUNIA (She turns her back on her) 

I looked at you through the peephole, which of us did I see? Years flashed by in 

the glass eye and did not let me see you.  

 

SANDRA (She comes forward slowly with her back to Dunia) 

My finger was still on the doorbell. A door was coughing weakly and I listened to 

it. The little moaning nipple would not need to be touched. I crossed the 

doorstep and rested my chest, my whole body, on the door.  

 

DUNIA (She comes forward slowly with her back to Sandra) 

I saw you and I pressed my body on the exact same place as you had placed 

yours. A door divided us and bound us. I was drowning and I thought: there’s no 

shore near here or any lifeguard in this place.  

 

SANDRA  

Your breathing in my ear was suffocating me, it didn't let me think. I was going 

crazy, I was fainting.  
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DUNIA 

The air from your mouth made me warm, and I was getting filled with sweet old 

memories. The air from your mouth was burning me, immolating me.  

 

SANDRA (Stands very close to Dunia’s back, without touching it) 

Your fingers scratching the wood, scratching and moaning like a stray cat about 

to give birth to dead memories.  

 

DUNIA 

I felt you were sliding down the door to the floor and I reached out to stop you 

from hitting it.  

 

SANDRA 

Your back was sticking into mine, piercing me. I felt pain, I felt pleasure.  

 

DUNIA  

You were crying—and you never cried—in a way that was new to me.  

 

SANDRA 

You were crying and in your tears was the same old pain I always 

remembered.  

 

DUNIA  

I heard you say: you’re back at last.  

 

SANDRA  

And I heard you answer: at last I’ve returned.  

 

Susana Rinaldi sings “El corazón al sur” (My heart to the south) by Eladia 

Blázquez. Sandra and Dunia look at each other for the first time, still alienated, 

and perform a tango dance mixing traditional and modern style. At first they 

dance keeping distance as two strangers would; as the dance progresses, they 

relax and get closer. 

 

SUSANA RINALDI 

“I was born in a place where luxury was only a turn of fate, 

that's why my heart always looks south. 

My father was like a bee in a hive, 

clean hands, a good soul... 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lg9ZLS7kDGM
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And in that childhood, temperance guided my way, 

then life laid out a thousand paths before me, 

and I met the gambler and the magnate, 

that's why my heart always looks south. 

 
My neighborhood was a jasmine plant, 

my mum's shadow in the garden, 

the sweet celebration in the most ordinary things, 

and the quietness on the grass facing the sun. 

 
My neighborhood was the people that are gone, 

the things that will never return, 

because from the day I left, full of emotion and light, 

I know my heart is always looking south! 

 
The geography of my neighborhood is within me, 

perhaps that's why I never really left - the corner, the store, the kids, 

I recognize them... they are my own... 

 
Now I know the distance is not real, 

and I find myself at this cardinal point, 

going back to my childhood from the light, 

with my heart always looking south”. 

 
 

 

SANDRA  

This song always made Miri cry. Of course - from Venezuela, the “south” meant 

Argentina. (She pauses and smiles.) We would sit outside a café in Sabana 

Grande and share our memories. Remember that street? Of course! And 

remember that corner, that smell, that morning glow? (Pauses.) And then we 

would invariably talk about the food... the sandwiches! Those thin sandwiches 

without crust, can you believe they don't have them in Venezuela? Now that 

time has gone by, I think it's such a foolish thing to miss food, but back then... 

(Pauses.) And with every memory, someone would join the table until it was full 

of people, people who knew Miri could sing—just as an amateur—and then... 

what was it they requested?  

 

DUNIA 

Miri sang and her eyes began to fill with tears and at the end, as if she had it all 

planned, as if she was acting, with the last verse... a tear fell.  

 

SANDRA (Gladly surprised)  

You have a good memory.  
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DUNIA 

You told me about it in your letters so many times! It seemed that all you could 

do on Friday night was go to Sabana Grande and listen to Miri's songs... (She 

hums “El corazón al sur”)  

 

SANDRA 

And remember. And... I cried too, you know? Because when you're pulled out of 

your land and you're left hanging in the air without any roots, in a foreign land, 

what else can you do but cry?  

 

 

They remain silent for a moment. 

 

DUNIA (Moved but trying to hide it) 

And what happened to Miri?  

 

SANDRA (She smiles affectionately)  

During the exile, she would cry all the time because she couldn't stand being so 

far away. When it was all over, she was scared to come back... like me... and 

there she is, still in Caracas, singing the same tango, saying: “Next month, I'm 

coming back for good”. But next month never comes.  

 

DUNIA  

What a strange paradox. You were yearning for the country we wanted to get 

away from, any country was better than this one. You can't imagine how jealous 

I was—happy for you, but jealous—every time I got a letter from you, and you 

were in Mexico, London, New York... Because we were... well, like we are now, 

far away from the rest of the world.  

 

SANDRA 

And I felt jealous when in your letters you told me about your walks around 

town... around my town, reduced to a map on the cork board in my kitchen.  

 

DUNIA  

But when you were living here... you hated everything! You did nothing but 

criticize, remember? No country could be worse than this one.  

 

SANDRA (Teasing her affectionately)  

Or better. Because we are either the worst or the best - never like the rest! We 

are nothing like Latin Americans, no way! We are Europeans... or we were? 

Since I was little, I've heard this phrase like a litany, as if being European made 

us special and better.  
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DUNIA  

It's true. And then we cursed the Italian, the Spaniard, the Russian, the French. 

But how we loved being European!  

 

SANDRA  

Until we had the Malvinas war. It must have been hard to wake up one day and 

all of a sudden... the horror! To be Latin American!  

 

DUNIA 

No wonder, Victoria Ocampo used to say we were Argentine exiles in Paris and 

European exiles in Buenos Aires. But the war really put us in our geographical 

place.  

 

SANDRA  

I hope we won't need another war for what we still have to learn. (Long pause.) 

Well, it seems I'm about to be sentenced.  

 

DUNIA  

Oh, you're always fantasizing.  

 

SANDRA  

No, it's the truth. Sentenced because I didn't go through all the horror till the 

end. Because I come from a country that dances to the rhythm of the waves 

and, while dancing, it laughs, it laughs even if there are problems, because 

winter never comes, the sun never leaves. And who could imagine you could 

suffer in a place like that? Joy, joy! That's what the palm trees seem to shout 

when rocked by the wind!  

 

DUNIA  

Is it joy what I feel when I look at you? 

 

SANDRA  

Joy and sorrow are sometimes similar.  

 

DUNIA  

I asked myself so many times why me and not you. I guess everyone else's 

relatives were wondering the same thing. Whether we had talked or not, it 

buried us forever. So much earth and no corpse.  

 

SANDRA 

 I never doubted you.  
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DUNIA  

They wanted us alive but immaculate. (Pauses.) And here I am now - so alive 

for the rest of the world, but so dead in my guts.  

 

SANDRA  

(Very affectionately.) Dead? Give me your hands, let me see... (She takes them 

and smells them delicately.) Hmmmm... they smell like freshly baked bread. 

(She caresses them.) Soft, delicate, warm hands, too warm for being dead, I'd 

say. Hands like earth, never like lime. (Dunia pulls her hands abruptly back.) 

And your eyes are shining.  

 

DUNIA  

They shine because they keep seeing what they want to forget.  

 

SANDRA  

If I were a fairy... (Pauses. Cheerful.)  

And then you'll be like the Phoenix,  

all feathers and fire.  

 

DUNIA (Moved, she can't believe her ears)  

Fire that grows without flame,  

feather that flies without wings.  

Fire grows in the feather,  

the feather flies in its flame.  

The flame is dreaming its dream,  

that it's a bird and will fly.  

Dreams of flying down rivers, 

Flies of dreaming in the sea.  

 

SANDRA  

Back and forth a child is rocked,  

breastfeeding with the flames  

The child, who is all water.  

The fire, which is all tears.  

 

DUNIA  

All tears that are laughing  

running all about the flames  

Laughter without any teeth, 

a flame without any soul.  
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SANDRA  

The soul runs after the moon  

while the stones  

go chasing down the river.  

The moon does not want a soul  

and the soul is bleeding out.  

 

DUNIA  

Bleeding out is the soul 

at the top of a star 

The moon winks an eye and then  

the soul winks a kiss at it.  

 

SANDRA 

A kiss the soul winks at it 

and the moon falls to pieces.  

The soul can't see in the night, 

the moon can't see with no soul.  

 

DUNIA  

The moon is running away,  

the soul is going with it.  

And now the night has no moon,  

and now the world has no soul.  

 

SANDRA  

But not you.  

 

DUNIA  

I thought you wouldn't remember.  

 

SANDRA 

 That'd be like forgetting myself.  

 

 

Dunia, in a melancholy mood, walks heavily towards the window. 

Everything is getting darker. A strange calm seems to have paralyzed the 

scene. A soft rustle of birds settling in their nests can be heard at a long 

distance. Dunia takes a slow, deep breath, as if everything, every gesture, 

demanded a great effort. Sandra seems to have lost all her vitality and 

composure. The present was suddenly weighing down on them.  
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DUNIA  

You were the soul.  

 

SANDRA  

And you, the body. So now we are complete.  

 

DUNIA  

Complete. You really believe that? We're like a bird whose wings have been 

torn off. No more sky or clouds for it. Only earth and mud for burying its head to 

die.  

 

SANDRA (Tries to cheer her up)  

Is the winter getting you down? Or is it your nationality? (Joking.) Fly the flag! 

Don't ever let optimism get you off your patriotic path. Complain about 

everything all the time. And don't forget: first the tragedy, then the drama! Or are 

you planning to get on like that when the spring arrives?  

 

DUNIA (Sharply)  

Will you be here?  

 

SANDRA (Tenderly)  

I will if you will.  

 

DUNIA  

No more word games. 

 

SANDRA 

 You can't talk about leaving when you've hardly arrived. Turn on the lamp, 

please. You've always had problems with your night vision.  

 

 

Dunia does so. They stand on each side of the lamp, lit only by its beam 

of light.  

 

 

SANDRA  

The room looks beautiful in this light. I hadn't seen this lamp of yours, and it 

surely casts a good light. It neither dazzles you with too much light nor does it 

blind you for lack of it. I like it. If only people could be so moderate.  

 

DUNIA (Ironically) 

The house is rather changed. Like everything else.  
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SANDRA  

You seem to be deeply hurt by something.  

 

DUNIA  

Living hurts, dying also hurts. (Pauses.) You look so strong, confident. Hard. A 

volcano. One that can spit lava to whomever it wants, but to whom no one can 

spit anything.  

 

SANDRA  

Volcanos are very weak. While they spit, they shake, not in anger but in pain.  

 

DUNIA  

And what should I do with this nostalgia for what used to be and no longer is? 

How should I tell my heart that years can only pass by sweeping everything that 

comes in their way?  

 

SANDRA  

Like a raging river haughtily rearranging the stones.  

 

DUNIA  

To my bewilderment, the colors in the landscape have changed.  

 

SANDRA 

I feel nostalgia too.  

 

DUNIA  

It seems like I'm the only one who can remember, like the past is only mine.  

 

 

Sandra goes to the coat stand and draws a flask of Pampero rum from 

her purse. She shows it to Dunia.  

 

DUNIA (Surprised)  
What's that?  
 

SANDRA 

Ron.  

 

DUNIA  

Rum?  

 

SANDRA  

Ron. Venezuelan rum. (She shows her the trademark.) Read.  
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DUNIA (Not understanding) 

Pampero.  

 

SANDRA 

Do you know why I drink Pampero rum and not any other trademark? Because 

it brings back memories.  

 

DUNIA  

I suppose it's not the wind, right? Because feeling nostalgia for a wind... come 

on! (Teasing.) Though coming from you...  

 

SANDRA (Amused)  

You're cold, very cold... freezing! You have one more chance to win a drop of 

rum, ideal for warming up when distant memories chill your soul. Come one, 

make your bet! No risk, no reward!  

 

DUNIA (Amused) 

Pam-pero. (Pauses.) Pampero. (Pauses.) Of course! The Pampas, “Pampero” 

comes from “Pampas.” The renowned Argentinian Pampas!  

 

SANDRA  

Getting warmer... it's not bad.  

 

DUNIA 

Could you at least give me a clue?  

 

SANDRA  

Alright, but just one. Who wanders around the Pampas?  

 

DUNIA (Pauses a little)  

Cows! (Gives a jump for joy.) Cows! Come on, where's my prize?  

 

SANDRA (Amused) 

Don't be silly! Cows! Who could ever think I'd feel nostalgia for cows? You 

failed, dear! The Pampero rum reminds me of... of...  

 

DUNIA (Intrigued)  

Of what? Tell me once and for all.  

 

SANDRA (Playful)  

The river, the weeping willow under a scorching sun...  
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DUNIA (Cheerful)  

And you and me, with braids in our hair, reading the adventures of... Patoruzito 

and his loyal horse, Pamperito, ladies and gentlemen! (Teasing her 

affectionately.) You make me kill myself... laughing! A woman your age, you 

should be ashamed! Feeling nostalgia for children comic strips.  

 

SANDRA (Keeps the playful tone, dramatizing)  

Ten years without reading his adventures! How could I survive? I couldn't. 

That's why I drank, to forget while remembering.  

 

 

Sandra pours rum into the bottle cap and hands it to Dunia, who takes it 

as if it were a delicate glass and drinks elegantly, acting out the scene. Clears 

her throat briefly: pure rum burns your throat. She gives the cap back to Sandra, 

who fills it and drinks mimicking her friend's attitude but does not clear her 

throat - she knows how to drink rum. Sandra considers the celebration is over 

and goes to the coat stand. Dunia follows her with the attitude of a detective in a 

comic strip, trying to place her feet in the same spots as she does. Sandra puts 

the flask back into her purse and suddenly turns around, bumping into Dunia, 

who cannot stop in time. They look at each other joyfully, as if they had finally 

recognized one another and end up in a timid hug. Then they hold each other 

tightly.  

 

DUNIA (Moved, taking a little distance to look into her eyes without letting go)  

It's amazing, you haven't changed. The same old optimism! If there was only 

one bridge left to cross and it had been destroyed, you'd say 'I'll cross it.' And I 

don't know how but you'd do it.  

 

SANDRA (Smiles wistfully)  

That was before, you know? Now, who knows.  

 

DUNIA  

I know.  

 

SANDRA 

No, you don't.  

 

DUNIA  

What's wrong?  

 

SANDRA 

 I've changed.  
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DUNIA  

Which means you're alive. Because the only ones who can't change are the 

dead.  

 

SANDRA (Smiles)  

I've grown old.  

 

DUNIA (Surprised) 

 A few gray hairs here and there, yes. (She holds them in her hands.) Wrinkles? 

Around your eyes, perhaps. (She touches them.) There's a tiny one here, yes, 

in the corner of your mouth (She runs her finger over it slowly.) But growing old? 

Where, Sandra?  

 

SANDRA  

In my soul.  

 

 

Dunia looks at her as if suddenly she couldn't recognize her. Sandra 

goes to the window and stands on the outside under overhead lighting.  

 

 

DUNIA (Approaching the window) 

On that despairing day when you left I discovered you were a part of me. Not a 

part of my life - I already knew that - but a part of me. I was mutilated, a 

centipede with fifty legs. I had to learn how to live without you and without me. 

(She stops at the window on the inside.)  

 

SANDRA (Looking at her through the window) 

You are right, I was left with the other fifty legs - fifty legs that never managed to 

touch the ground.  

 

DUNIA (Looks at her through the window) 

I've always found it hard to tell one from the other. I never knew which of us 

stayed alive. And I always thought that when you returned you would give me 

back that part of me that was mine. The one you took, perhaps without knowing 

it. And now you're back but you won't give me anything. My eyes are empty and 

I have to keep seeing.  

 

SANDRA 

Your eyes are empty and I have to keep seeing them. Mine have also been 

gouged out of their sockets. I was mutilated too. But I did not steal your 

essence, you did not take my soul. And how it hurts not to find myself in what 

your mouth says. That mouth that would always say as mine said yours. But 
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dear, there is nothing to give back because I took nothing. That half of me that 

was you never woke up in Caracas.  

 

DUNIA (Gently places her open hands on the window)  

That half of me that was you that was me… where did it wake up? To wake up 

with your body and walk with mine. Wash my face and dry yours. How painful it 

was that you were nowhere to be found and yet you were everywhere.  

 

SANDRA (Puts her hands on the window in the same place as Dunia) 

The morning woke up naked in my bed and I asked her how she could rise 

without you. She answered she did not know you. You don't know me? The 

morning looked down and said nothing.  

 

DUNIA  

You were the air, I was the lungs. I was dying, you didn't know.  

 

SANDRA  

I did know, I was dying too. To die and to keep living, that is the real hell.  

 

 

Sandra moves away from the window and goes around the room looking 

for something.  

 

 

SANDRA 

Where are they?  

 

DUNIA  

Nowhere.  

 

SANDRA 

What?  

 

DUNIA  

Did you really want them to be there?  

 

SANDRA  

How could I not want to see Fernando and your son?  

 

DUNIA  

Well, you never wrote…  

 

SANDRA  

I received hundreds of letters but none had his name.  
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DUNIA  

He felt guilty.  

 

SANDRA  

It could have happened to anyone. Actually, the same thing happened to lots of 

people I met during my exile. How could Fernando know we were hiding there? 

Right there!  

 

DUNIA  

Actually… I was the one who didn't want them to be there.  

 

SANDRA  

Oh, you rascal, the same old trick.  

 

DUNIA  

It's not an everyday thing to meet a friend from your childhood… from your 

adolescence… the one who knew about your first boyfriend… your first kiss… 

(Growing more dramatic) with the woman who was kidnapped with you… who 

heard you scream… the one who healed your wounds the best she could… the 

one who saw you lose all your pride… all your dignity… everything…  

 

SANDRA (Protecting)  

I was not doing any better, I…  

 

DUNIA (Interrupting, tenderly) 

You? You were extraordinary. If they hurt your mouth, you made music with 

your hands; if they broke your hands, you used your feet; if they broke your feet 

and your mouth had healed a little, you sang to us quietly, very quietly, so that 

they wouldn't listen, remember? (Sings “Canción de Caminantes” - Song of the 

Wayfarers - by María Elena Walsh in a very low voice):  

“because there's little good in waiting alone 

it's better to have two fears than only one hope.”  

 

SANDRA (Sings quietly, almost reciting)  

“Give me your hand and come with me,  

give me your hand and come with me”.  

 

DUNIA 

 “Cheering each other up in the paths we traverse  

helping each other sharing the glass and the thirst.”  

 

SANDRA  

“Helping because no matter how old we have grown 

 pain always seems to be a just newly born.”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aqyTmOMX6eQ
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DUNIA (With a little hope)  

“Give me your hand…”  

 

SANDRA (Full of hope)  

“… and come with me.”  

 

SANDRA AND DUNIA (Sing deeply moved but without getting carried away)  

“Give me your hand and come with me,  

give me your hand and come with me.”  

 

 

SUSANA RINALDI 

“Because there's little life and way too much death. 

There's no more war but the fight is not over yet. 

Rulers are always trying to keep us away 

but we well know that that is ending today. 

Give me your hand and come with me.” 

 
 

 

DUNIA 

So, for a few moments, we thought we were in a flower field, and we recovered 

our faith in humanity. Because if, with all that horror, you could still sing to us in 

that way, everything was not lost.  

 

SANDRA  

We thought we were so heroic and they proved to us we were so... How could I 

say it without hurting anyone?  

 

DUNIA (Firmly)  

Enough.  

 

SANDRA (Firmly)  

Enough, yes.  

 

DUNIA (Unable to let go of her memories) 

But we didn't sing (1). 

 

 

 

 

1 Sing: to betray  
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SANDRA (Upset) 

And if someone sang, so what? (She shrugs). Who dares to judge those who 

were under torture in concentration and extermination camps? 

 

DUNIA: 

But we didn't sing. 

 

SANDRA (Ironically) 

None of us did. How honorable we are, don't you think? We can look at this 

country in the eye and spit out its cowardice. They were murdering us and this 

nation... didn't listen. What a fucking hell of a nation! And you and me were 

singing “Song of the Wayfarers,” can you believe it? Tell me, Dunia, who cares 

about that now? Who?  

 

DUNIA  

Nothing was ever the same after that day.  

 

SANDRA 

And Maren was murdered.  

 

DUNIA  

When Fernando came out of jail, he hid himself in his wounds. But mine were 

still open. When I spoke of love I didn't speak of oblivion. How hard it is to forget 

when your scar still remembers.  

 

 

Change in lighting. Sandra starts to remember as if she were in a trance.  

 

 

SANDRA  

Maren is sitting in front of me and her naked knees are touching mine. How 

wonderful it is to feel the contact of two wounds.  

I can feel the gentle move of her hand to lift the blindfold from her eyes slowly 

and my hand mirrors hers.  

I'm scared and eager to look.  

And there are her eyes.  

Her beautiful big eyes, 

bigger now because of the horror with which they look at me.  

And there, right there,  

at the center of her red dilated pupils,  

I see my own eyes looking at her with the exact same horror.  

I also see that neither her eyes nor mine are the same anymore.  

I see a silence.  
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I see then Maren's tenderness 

and her hands  

slowly going down my broken nose,  

reaching my split lip,  

playing with the blood that is still fresh on my teeth,  

I'm crying,  

and then someone whispers: footsteps!  

And we go back to the shadows.  

 

 

There is a silence full of emotion.  

 

 

DUNIA 

How it hurts not to have you, Maren. Oh, how it hurts! But a murderer is a 

murderer and no amnesty can whitewash his crime. (Long pause.) Memories 

bring us together, but sometimes they also set us apart.  

 

SANDRA 

Like a door open to the sea. While it gives you the beach, it takes away your 

house.  

 

 

The strains of cancan music are heard. Sandra and Dunia look at each 

other mischievously, recovering their good mood and their youth.  

 

 

SANDRA AND DUNIA (Singing and dancing)  

“We are high-class girls, 

skinny but not pretty, from 73  

we wear yellow stockings 

and buckle shoes,  

and we speak in English, oh yes!” (2) 

 

We're girls from the guerrilla,  

we're cool and skinny, from 73  

We use machine guns,  

breast implant bombs,  

and we speak soviet, oh niet!   

 

 

 

 

2 Anonymous  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T59EDTqqW0A
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DUNIA 

Thirty reprimands for inciting subversion! For us, who were just a couple of silly 

girls back then.  

 

SANDRA 

Not that silly! Didn't we learn the Diaries of Che Guevara almost by heart?  

 

DUNIA  

I think that, even though you and I were far from being in the guerrilla, those 

reprimands did not help. I'm just saying... because of what happened then.  

 

SANDRA 

The thing is they would find any excuse to turn you into an enemy.  

 

DUNIA 

Remember when the girl from 5A disappeared?  

 

SANDRA  

How could I forget? One day, we arrived at the school, asked about her and the 

assistant told us, in a very low voice, that she'd been put in jail: “There must be 

a reason,” she concluded disapprovingly.  

 

DUNIA  

After some days we asked about some other guy... and the assistant again 

said: “There must be a reason.”  

 

SANDRA  

What I can't understand is our reaction - instead of complaining, of going after 

them, we kept going to school as if these disappearances had nothing to do 

with us.  

 

DUNIA  

They were in jail, that's what they said. And with every new disappearance: 

“There must be a reason.”  

 

SANDRA  

“There must be a reason!” That should be written in the national coat of arms as 

an emblem. (She is thoughtful for a moment. She suddenly smiles cheerfully.) 

You know what I remembered? That afternoon we went to the Pereyra Park... 

Do you know what I'm talking about?  

 

DUNIA (Mysteriously)  

It was a secret.  
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SANDRA  

We were sitting on the grass around the group leader, a guy that was a little 

older than us, how old do you think he was?  

 

DUNIA  

About twenty-two, I guess.  

 

SANDRA  

He was playing the guitar and singing. Everyone was singing. We were the only 

ones who didn't know the lyrics.  

 

DUNIA  

But we learned fast.  

 

SANDRA (Amused, sings to the tune of “Duerme Negrito” by Atahualpa 

Yupanqui - Sleep, my baby)  

“Sleep, sleep my baby  

that your mum's at the stock market, my baby  

 

DUNIA (Cheerful, sings) 

“She's gonna bring yummy quails just for you,  

she's gonna bring tender pork chops just for you,  

she's gonna bring a Scalextric just for you,  

she's gonna bring lots of presents just for you.”  

 

SANDRA AND DUNIA (Singing cheerfully) 

“But if my baby doesn't sleep,  

communism comes and... zap!  

it'll confiscate your toys, chacapumba, 

chacapumba, chacapumba, pum” (3)  

 

DUNIA  

And while we were singing this exemplary song, oh! What did we see? A police 

officer on a horse coming our way, and then...  

 

SANDRA 

Very swiftly...  

 

DUNIA 

To our surprise...  

 

 

 

3 Anonymous, sung by the guerilla  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4S3013Wug4
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SANDRA  

Without understanding what was going on...  

 

DUNIA  

The guy with the guitar...  

 

SANDRA  

And the choir, most importantly, the choir...  

 

DUNIA 

Stopped singing. A few drops of sweat were running down his forehead.  

 

SANDRA  

It was hot...  

 

DUNIA 

 Not for the heat, silly, but for the situation.  

 

SANDRA  

Oh, right, the situation. But summer was coming, it was actually hot.  

 

DUNIA  

He took the guitar and staring firmly at the officer who was almost on us...  

 

SANDRA 

 He opened his mouth and...  

 

SANDRA AND DUNIA (Singing cheerfully “La felicidad”- Happiness - by Palito 

Ortega)  

“It's the happiness hey hey hey hey  

of being in love oh oh oh oh  

makes me wanna sing hey hey hey hey  

and fills my heart with joy oh oh oh oh”  

 

DUNIA 

The police officer went past and didn't even look at us!  

 

SANDRA  

But he scared the hell out of us! I think that on that day I gave up all romantic 

ideas about “Che” Guevara and decided to become a pacifist like my guru... 

Joan Baez! (Laughs.) Our heads were a complete jumble!  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ivu9LBIHoh8
http://www.joanbaez.com/
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DUNIA  

And... we were a true reflection of our society, because who could actually 

understand what was going on? Everything seemed like a comic sketch.  

 

SANDRA (Playful)  

The brothel!  

 

DUNIA (Keeps the playful tone) 

 An excellent title! A whorehouse with three managers: an old general manager, 

a manager of singing and related endeavors, and of course the obliging 

doorman. (4)  

 

SANDRA  

When they didn't like someone, the doorman would shout: A, A, A! (5)  

 

DUNIA  

And, as if by magic... that person disappeared.  

 

SANDRA  

Prowling around the place, with the intention of taking over its management... 

(Very ironically) sweet beardless young men (6), idealistic dogs (7)... (Painfully.) 

Our streets became so red.  

 

DUNIA 

 “Argentina, World Power”. (8) Well, yes, bombs were very powerful. They 

destroyed everything, even our dreams.  

 

SANDRA 

 And history repeated itself. That's what happens when a nation has no 

memory. 

 

 

The sound of church bells ringing can be heard softly.  

 

 

DUNIA 

 “She” also wants to forget what she did.  

 

 
4 General Perón, Isabel Martínez de Perón and José López Rega 
5 Alianza Anticomunista Argentina (Argentine Anticommunist Alliance) 
6 Beardless: this is how Perón called the Montoneros.  
7 Dogs: this is how the ERP (Revolutionary Army of the People) was popularly called  
8 A 1973 Peronist slogan  
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The ringing becomes violent, almost murderous.  

 

 

SANDRA 

 I think boys and girls today don't understand a thing about what we're talking 

about.  

 

DUNIA (Friendly)  

They can ask! What are we adults here for? (Pauses.) I think we didn't know it, 

but we were happy then. We were young, we didn't understand everything.  

 

SANDRA  

Those were the times.  

 

DUNIA  

Those were the times.  

 

 

Susana Rinaldi sings “El 45” (“1945”) by María Elena Walsh. Sandra and 

Dunia dance.  

 

SUSANA RINALDI 

“Do you remember, sister, those wonderful times... 

life was teaching us the same lesson, 

in the summer of 45, you were fifteen as was I. 

 

Do you remember, sister, those cadets... 

the first bolero and tea at El Galeón, 

when on Sundays the rain brought 

Bing Crosby's voice and a love verse. 

 

Do you remember the Plaza de Mayo 

when you-know-who came out to the balcony... 

everything changed so fast that the sun from our childhood 

all of a sudden was covered in shadows. 

 

Do you remember, sister, those hard times... 

when one poor peso took a stretch 

and was enough to play hooky for all our school years, 

which was worth more life than a million could buy today. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qg2Z42CFOhU
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Do you remember, sister, that from far away 

the smell of terror made us lose our minds... 

it was from Hiroshima, where so many girls 

were fifteen like you and I. 

 

Do you remember that life later on 

came in high heels and split us apart... 

We no longer share the same streetcar, 

and we only come together if God wills.” 

 

Sandra and Dunia, who have danced like two good friends, suddenly 

draw apart, as if a strange and powerful force had pulled them away from each 

other and placed them on opposite sides.  

 

DUNIA  

Exile. The terrible punishment we were sentenced to. You were an exile in a 

distant land, I was an exile in ours.  

 

SANDRA 

But you woke up with your own kind. Your same accent, the same food and the 

same people.  

 

DUNIA  

They seemed the same, but they weren't. When people are scared, they are no 

longer themselves.  

 

SANDRA  

You and I were scared.  

 

DUNIA  

So?  

 

SANDRA  

We didn't change because of that.  

 

DUNIA  

We didn't change?  

 

SANDRA (Surprised)  

We did?  
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DUNIA  

Amnesia was the only way to survive without betraying anyone. Not 

remembering any numbers, any addresses, any names. But instead 

remembering every kiss, every smile, every hug.  

 

SANDRA 

 Was it days...? Or weeks?  

 

DUNIA  

It was too long.  

 

They remain silent.  

 

SANDRA 

 I still can't understand how they could then say they didn't know anything.  

 

DUNIA  

Fear is a very human feeling, just like love.  

 

SANDRA 

 I wish I was as broadminded as you, but I'm not. Because... what did they think 

when they stopped seeing their neighbor, the baker, the doctor?  

 

DUNIA  

Maybe that they didn't want to be next.  

 

SANDRA  

The Mothers didn't want to either. (9)  

 

 DUNIA  

I know. But if living is hard, surviving demanded skills we never imagined we 

could have.  

 

SANDRA 

 Do you think that's why the Mothers bother them so much? Because they 

remind them of their complicity?  

 

DUNIA 

 They were scared, they made a mistake, don't you ever make mistakes?  

 

 

 
9 Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo: they fought to find their sons and daughters, who had been 

arrested and disappeared  
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SANDRA 

 What's terrible is not to make mistakes, but to fail to admit it.  

 

DUNIA  

Everything seems so easy from the outside.  

 

SANDRA 

This country has blood in its hands but says someone else committed the 

crime.  

 

DUNIA (Firmly) 

Just like your hands, and mine.  

 

SANDRA (Firmly) 

We were victims. You are either an accomplice or a victim, you can't be both at 

the same time.  

 

DUNIA  

And you see, that's what they were: victims because they were scared and 

accomplices for the same reason.  

 

SANDRA 

Thirty thousand people. That's the population of a small town. They suddenly 

disappear and no one, absolutely no one notices anything. Nobody asks what 

happened. They stopped seeing them one day and acted as if they had actually 

never existed.  

 

DUNIA  

They did exist and they still hurt us so much. But the Process (10) is over. Over! 

Don't you see?  

 

SANDRA 

 The Process?! I think that's where it all begins, you know? To call a spade a 

spade: dictatorship. Or have you forgotten even that?  

 

DUNIA 

 You've also forgotten. You've forgotten so much that you now come back trying 

to make us believe we were different. But we've always been the same. What's 

changed is your view. Your eyes have seen the big world and no longer 

recognize the nation where they learned how to see.  

 

 
10 “The Process”: a euphemistic name for the Dictatorship  
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SANDRA 

 Don't you realize? You can't build a country on the foundations of thirty 

thousand disappeared people!  

 

DUNIA (Ironically) 

 Of course you can! Wasn't Germany built on crematories?  

 

SANDRA  

Yes, and how are they doing now?  

 

DUNIA 

You weren't here.  

 

SANDRA 

So I can't say what I think?  

 

DUNIA  

So you should at least have a certain amount of humility. You should step down 

from your pedestal as an exile who has traveled the world...  

 

SANDRA (Interrupts her very upset) 

Denouncing the dictatorship!  

 

DUNIA (Ironically) 

But that didn't cast a shadow on the beauty of Paris, did it? You should step 

down from your pedestal and look at us as equals. Perhaps then you'll realize 

some very simple, basic things through our eyes: the people we have always 

been. A truth that maybe you don't want to see, because it points at your 

absence.  

 

SANDRA 

Is exile called absence now?  

 

DUNIA 

Stop playing with words! Exile is an absence, whether you like it or not! And the 

ones that are left behind are not to blame for it!  

 

SANDRA (Hurt)  

What bothers you so much?  
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DUNIA  

That you come and point at us with your worldly finger and accuse us: How 

could you let this all happen? But I'd just like to ask, Sandra, with all humility: 

where were you when this happened? Far away.  

 

SANDRA 

Not because we wanted to.  

 

DUNIA  

In Europe, in the US, in the Caribbean... You were free in the free world!  

 

SANDRA 

Exiled... in case you don't remember.  

 

DUNIA 

But without fear!  

 

SANDRA  

But what do you think exile was like? Holidays in a five-star hotel in the 

Caribbean? No, honey, it wasn't. Paraphrasing what Borges said, it was not 

love that united us but horror... perhaps that's why we loved each other so 

badly. And dictatorship spread its tentacles, we never left fear behind.  

 

DUNIA  

But we were the ones who battled it in the streets so that you could come back. 

Accusing us of oblivion when it's nothing but exhaustion!  

 

SANDRA 

 An exhaustion that is putting us in danger! Don't you see that “Due Obedience,” 

“Full Stop” and “Pardon” (11) put us in danger? Whatever they do, they know 

they'll never be punished!  

 

DUNIA 

 But they'll be completely disgraced! They'll never come back because people 

don't want them!  

 

SANDRA 

 Until they forget! And there's nothing easier to forget than what you don't want 

to remember.  

 

 

 
11 Impunity laws enacted by Alfonsín and Menem for all people guilty of genocide 
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DUNIA 

You've just arrived. You can't understand reality with just one look. When you've 

seen so much you end up not really seeing anything.  

 

 

They remain silent, looking at each other in confrontation.  

 

DUNIA (Tiredly)  

It was all about closing our wounds, don't you see? We couldn't keep bleeding 

out.  

 

SANDRA  

But no wound can close if it's not healed and even less so if it's infected. And 

the virus is there, spreading in impunity, feeding from our oblivion.  

 

DUNIA  

That virus is surrounded by disgrace. That's our vaccine and they created it 

themselves: their disgrace. You can't torment me, Sandra, I know my son can 

sleep peacefully: the past is not coming back.  

 

SANDRA (Desperately)  

How, Dunia, how can he sleep peacefully? If they are there, sitting at our side in 

the theater, walking next to us, with their heads high, proud of what they've 

done. How? If they wear their disgrace on their jackets like medals of honor! 

How, if they never repented or said they were sorry? (Almost screaming.) 

How?!  

 

DUNIA (Desperately)  

Because we don't want them!  

 

SANDRA (Contemptuously) 

 If only not wanting something was enough! They had to go out to the street and 

yell NO (12)! During the dictatorship, they didn't go out because they were 

scared... but what happened in democracy? Why didn't they go out? Neither to 

save nor to punish! They never came out!  

 

DUNIA (Desperately) 

 Stop it, Sandra! I'm not responsible for their freedom!  

 

 

 

12 NO: the slogan of human rights organisms that resisted the Pardon  
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SANDRA (Tiredly and painfully)  

I know, Dunia, I know. Forgive me. It's not you. It's most of the Argentinian 

people.  

 

 

They remain silent, without looking at each other.  

 

 

DUNIA  

I never thought this would happen to us. I thought building a bridge with our 

letters was enough not to let the crack open up.  

 

SANDRA  

And now we listen to each other and realize that it actually wasn't.  

 

DUNIA  

I see you on the opposite shore and I can't believe it. When did this happen? 

Why didn't we see this before? And here we are, trying to put the pieces back 

together, but we can't help hurting each.  

 

SANDRA  

It feels like dying when you leave the country, you know? From nostalgia, from 

pain, from yearning your homeland. But the country doesn't die when you leave, 

it keeps growing. And when your roots are left in the air, you don't grow. And 

when you come back, the country looks down and says: well, and why did you 

stay so small?  

 

DUNIA  

Having your roots in the ground doesn't necessarily mean you can grow. Like a 

tree that wants to spread its branches but is surrounded by walls, that's how we 

grew - deformed.  

 

SANDRA  

You grew implacable.  

 

DUNIA  

What do you reproach us with? Taking care of the house while you were away?  

 

SANDRA 

No. What hurts me is that you now feel like you're the owners of the house and 

treat us like tenants with no rights.  

 

DUNIA (Tenderly)  

The house is yours.  
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SANDRA  

I don't recognize it. There's a crack in its place. When I look inside I see my 

childhood, my adolescence, sailing through turbulent but known waters. When I 

arrive at the present, the landscape is unknown to me.  

 

DUNIA  

That's because there was a huge storm and some trees are out of place. Many 

were uprooted, others were left broken. But you and I survived. We were 

stronger that the strongest of hurricanes. The wind blew mercilessly and the 

landscape was changed, that's why you don't recognize it. But you and I 

survived. And here we are, alive, despite it all. 

 

 

  Susana Rinaldi sings “A pesar de todo” (Despite it all) by Eladia 

Blázquez. Sandra and Dunia go to the window.  

 

 

SUSANA RINALDI 

Despite it all, each day brings me 

this insane hope, this absurd joy. 

Despite it all, despite everything 

life sprouts and roses grow in me.” 

 

 

DUNIA (At the window, looking out) 

 It's getting light.  

 

SANDRA (Stands behind her, looking out)  

Yes, “dawn comes, dawn always comes.” (13)    

 

 

SUSANA RINALDI 

Despite it all, bright stars rain on me, 

I make up a language saying... I love you! 

A dream rocks me to sleep and I settle 

on my moon pillow, despite it all. 

 

 

13 Written in a prison cell  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BliE9Ql4HV8
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DUNIA (Tenderly)  

Let's see how's your memory. Do you remember what we did when we studied 

until dawn?  

 

SANDRA (Tenderly) 

 We listened to a little tango, of course.  

 

 

SUSANA RINALDI 

Despite it all, how hard life is, 

it's also a miracle, it's also adventure. 

Despite it all, you'll lead the way, 

the faith in your path will be your constant.” 

 

 

DUNIA  

La Tana, of course. (14)    

 

SUSANA RINALDI 

“Despite it all, if you leave it open, 

you'll see how the sun sneaks through your door. 

There's no better reason, if you find a way, 

than to feel alive, despite it all. 

Despite it all, I stand here strong, 

the birds are free and there's a party in my soul. 

Despite it all, I'm kissed by your laughter, and the elf 

and the angel of wine and the breeze.” 

 

 

SANDRA  

We lit the stove, we put the kettle on...  

 

DUNIA  

And...?  

 

SANDRA 

We prepared mate. Without any pastries, because the bakery was still closed.  

 

 
14 La Tana: a colloquial term used in Argentina for people with Italian origin, and an affectionate 

nickname for Susana Rinaldi  
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DUNIA 

We can't let this tradition die.  

 

SANDRA  

No, we can't.  

 

 

They start to prepare mate. They're tired, but hopeful.  

 

SUSANA RINALDI 

“Despite it all, the bread and the house, 

the kids playing in the park. 

Despite it all, life, so beautiful! 

everlasting and above all other things. 

 

Despite it all, if you leave it open, 

you'll see how the sun sneaks through your door. 

There's no better reason, if you find a way 

than to feel alive, despite it all.” 
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